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Abstract
Quantum computing is moving from a purely theoretical area to an area with practical applications,
allowing considerable performance efficiency improvements. The goal of this paper is to discuss non-
functional requirements for quantum programs. Based on experiences developing quantum software
for real quantum hardware we analyze hardware-related constraints and derive a set of generic non-
functional requirements for this type of program. We identified a set of five performance efficiency and
reliability related non-functional requirements that should considered when implementing a quantum
program for a quantum device. We also discuss available solution options to address the requirements.
There are high level solutions to deal with the hardware-related constraints described in our identified
requirements. While many of the them are specific to quantum programming languages and technolo-
gies, the scientific community is engaging to integrate these kind of solutions into the quantum software
engineering life cycle in an agnostic way regarding quantum programming languages and technologies.
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1. Introduction

With the developments in the last decade, quantum computing is going from a purely theoretical
area to an area with practical applications, achieving considerable performance efficiency
improvements compared to classical computing. As it becomes more widespread and accessible,
the demand for writing quantum software in a controlled, industrial manner will increase
accordingly [1]. Quantum Software Engineering (QSE) arises as an area that is aiming to bring
the principles and heuristics of software engineering to the quantum computing context.

Classical software development can be divided into phases, and together these phases compose
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what is called the software life cycle[2]. Over the years, many life cycle process models have been
designed, such as waterfall, evolutionary, and spiral [3]. Also, aiming at improving production
speed and stakeholders’ collaboration, agile development approaches have gained popularity
[4].

In the quantum context, there also have been different attempts to create models that accu-
rately describe the development life cycle. Zhao[5] describes a QSE life cycle model that can be
used as a reference. He divides the life cycle of a quantum program into requirement analysis,
design, implementation, testing, and maintenance, and reviews the main articles published on
each of the defined phases. The amount of research dedicated to each life cycle phase varies
greatly: while the implementation and test phases have several academic articles written about
them, there is not a single published article about quantum software requirement analysis yet
[6][5], which was the initial motivation for this research.

In the requirements area, the term Non-Functional Requirement (NFR) has been used to
refer to concerns not related to the software’s functionality. Different authors characterize this
concept in informal and unequal definitions. The definition we use in the context of this paper
is the following: non-functional requirements describe the non-behavioural aspects of a system,
capturing the properties and constraints under which a system must operate [2]. Non-functional
requirements are typically documented textually either quantified or non-quantified [7]. The
quantification depends on the type of non-functional requirement. For instance, performance is
rather documented quantitatively while maintainability is rather documented non-quantitatively
[7].

Quantum algorithms are often described in terms that facilitate proving correctness or
deriving asymptotic complexity estimates, without considering requirements related to the
specific computing device on which to execute them [8]. Still, the fact is that quantum computers
have a series of properties that can be safely ignored if not specified and using simulators,
but have to be accounted for if the plan is to run a quantum program on a real device. These
limitations have their roots mainly in quantum physics interactions and properties beyond the
scope of this article, but their effects and the limitations they create when writing quantum
algorithms are observable and measurable.

2. Quantum Computation Fundamentals

In the realm of quantum computing, we have two ways of constructing (quantum) programs,
which will influence requirements analysis and are therefore briefly described in this section.

Although equivalent to each other, these two ways use slightly different computational models
and manipulate different types of data. These data types are related to pure-state quantum
algorithms and mixed-state quantum algorithms. Both can describe the current states of any
quantum system, and the models can use circuits to represent the computation on the data.

A pure quantum state is represented by a unit vector in a Hilbert space ℋ = ℋ𝑛
2 , where ℋ2

describes the Hilbert space of a 2-state particle, also known as a qubit and, ℋ𝑛
2 is the n-times

tensor product of this 2-state Hilbert space. Using Dirac’s Bras and Kets notation, the observable
states of ℋ2 are |0⟩ and |1⟩ and a pure state one particle state is |𝛼⟩ = 𝑐0 |0⟩+𝑐1 |1⟩, with 𝑐𝑖 ∈ C
and ||𝑐0||2 + ||𝑐1||2 = 1, i.e., a linear combination of the states |0⟩ and |1⟩ with probability 1.
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A general element of ℋ𝑛
2 , i.e., a n-qubits pure state, is 𝛼 =

∑︀2𝑛−1

𝑖=0 𝑐𝑖 |𝑖⟩. Quantum circuits can
represent any physical quantum system that consist of 𝑛 quantum two-state particles, for some
𝑛, named the canonical way of expressing quantum computing, where the gates are unitary
linear operators. There are sets of universal unitary gates. The Tofolli and Hadamard gates
form a universal set since one can describe any unitary operator by a circuit containing only
occurrences of these gates.

A mixed quantum state is a mixture of pure states. It is represented by {Ψ} = {𝑝𝑖 |Ψ𝑖⟩},
where |Ψ𝑖⟩ are pure states and the 𝑝𝑖’s form a probability distribution. That is, one can represent
the corresponding quantum system in terms of the pure state |Ψ𝑖⟩ with probability 𝑝𝑖. This
representation is not unique. Different mixtures can describe the same physical system. The
use of density matrices has some advantages and, it is equivalent.

Hence, we have Pure-state Quantum Computation (PsQC) and Mixed-state Quantum Compu-
tation (MsQC), and circuits can represent both. Additionally, the former can have a high-level
representation in a Quantum Programming Language. While PsQC is gate based as unitary lin-
ear operators, MsQC is gate base by density matrices. A density matrix can represent any linear
operator in a Hilbert space, which is a great advantage, as there is no need to orthonormalize
density matrices at each step.

The representation of linear operators into density matrices is not injective, but it is surjective.
All density matrix describes the mixture of its eigenvectors, with the probabilities being the
corresponding eigenvalues. Note that diagonal density matrices correspond to probability
distributions over classical states. Hence, density matrices are the linear operators that will
describe quantum computing when dealing with data represented as mixed states.

3. Non-Functional Requirements in Quantum Software

As a first step to discuss NFRs for quantum computing, we analyzed the possibility of adapting an
NFR model for embedded systems. Embedded systems have characteristics related to quantum
computing in the sense that the software is designed specifically for the exact hardware it will
be executed on. The Pecos Model [9] is a component based NFR model for embedded systems.
It is possible to draw parallels between the Pecos Model and hybrid classical-quantum systems,
where a classical environment interacts with a quantum device to perform specific computations
in a black-box manner. This model is composed of components, data ports and connectors. In
a hybrid classical-quantum system, the quantum processor unit and the classical processors
represent the components and the layers in-between represent the connectors. However, after
our analysis, we concluded that adapting the Pecos model to the quantum context would require
significant effort, and that the parallels are not sufficient to justify doing so.

Indeed, in the quantum context, the two ways of constructing quantum programs, PsQC or
MsQC, bring some relevant differences into the requirement analysis. The MsQC model allows
measurements in/at intermediate parts of the quantum circuit. At the same time, the PsQC does
not enable any measurements at any point of the circuit but the terminal nodes. While this
difference affects functional requirements, it seems to be intrinsically linked to a characteristic
of the program in terms of its algorithms design (if in circuit shape or Quantum Programming
Language form), which makes a substantial difference also on non-functional requirements.
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States superposition and entanglement are the most cited and used features that show
advantages of quantum computation over classical computation. Grover quantum search, for
example, shows up quadratic speed up over classical search. The superposition of states is
mandatory to get Grover speed up over classical computing. The PsQC is the natural choice
for implementing Grover unstructured quantum search. The use of MsQC has to take into
account the entropy of the initial, of the mixed initial state. The literature has reported examples
that depending on the entropy of initial (mixed) state, Grover quantum algorithm performs
as bad as classical unstructured search, see [10] and [11]. They point out to the need of using
entanglement to out-perform classical computation when implementing Grover in MsQC. We
have also to mention the need of entanglement to have more accuracy in the generalization of
Grover algorithm to more than one item existing in the quantum database [11]. Thus, we have
to include hardware’s ability to perform entanglement among the non-functional requirements.

Another difference is that, in classical computation, the programming language is chosen for
an implementation mainly for its adequacy to whatever is being programmed. The most used
languages all have their known strengths and weaknesses, and there is a relative consensus on
which language should be used for what. Abstraction power suitability, efficiency, and many
other pragmatic features of the programming languages are mixed with market directions,
technologies preferences and availability considerations should be taken into account. This is
even a bit fuzzier on quantum computing. The few existing companies still compete for the
spotlight, advertising their own quantum programming language or development technology
as the best choice for the problem you have in hand. This choice is hard, indeed.

Aware of these differences, in this paper, as a first step, we propose a set of NFRs that reflect
quantum computing specific hardware-related constraints. These NFRs were identified based
on experiences implementing quantum algorithms in a set of academic projects. We classify
each NFR according to the ISO 25010 quality model.

The first NFR we cover is relatively simple, but it is worthy of mention since there is usually
not a need for it to be considered in the classical context. The biggest quantum computer known
at the moment of the writing of this article has 72 qubits - reflecting the state-of-the-art. We
can imagine that when quantum processors become integrated into classical computers, the
small number of available qubits will be a real issue when considering the price factor - more
qubits will mean a more expensive device. If someone wants to reach the highest number of
devices in the early stages of quantum spreading, they will have to cater to this limitation by
writing programs that use a number of qubits within that limit. Thus, an essential generic
non-functional requirement that should be considered for the quantum computing context
is: NFR1 - the program should use a maximum of 𝑛 qubits, where 𝑛 is the number of
qubits available in the target quantum device. In terms of its classification in the ISO 25010
quality model, it classifies within the performance efficiency product quality characteristic. More
specifically, being related to its resource utilization subcharacteristic. It is noteworthy that this
requirement is a hard cutoff — if the computer doesn’t have at least the necessary number of
qubits, you will not be able to run the quantum program.

Another aspect of a quantum circuit is its depth. The depth is the maximum length of any
(directed) path from any input wire to any output wire[12]. Quantum devices need to maintain
quantum states stable throughout the whole process of the program execution. If a quantum
circuit is too deep, the device might not be able to maintain the necessary quantum state for
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a sufficient time frame, thus introducing errors caused by decoherence. Those errors become
an even more significant problem because it’s not trivial to pinpoint how deep a circuit can be
in a specific quantum device. The results might vary even in devices with the same amount
of qubits. Another issue is that even the mere act of detecting errors in quantum programs
is much more complex than on classical ones[13], and so is correcting them. Thus, another
important generic non-functional requirement is: NFR2 - the program should be designed
considering themaximum circuit depth so that the target device canmaintain a stable
quantum state for the necessary period to execute the algorithm. If your circuit is too
deep, it will gradually decohere and eventually collapse into a classical state, losing quantum
behaviour. Regarding its classification in the ISO 25010 quality model, it affects the reliability
product quality characteristic, due to potential errors produced by decoherence. Unfortunately
there is currently no subcharacteristic this requirement could mapped against in the ISO 25010.
Nevertheless, it should be related to other non-functional requirements concerning the reliability
fault tolerance subcharacteristic, e.g., specifying the need for related error correction protocols.

When talking about the complexity of a classical algorithm, we use the asymptotic complexity
and big O notation[14]. In quantum algorithms, on the other hand, the complexity measure
usually used is the number of T gates present in the algorithm[15]. This measure has a similar
origin as the circuit depth issues, since T gates are the ones with greater implementation cost.
Therefore, increasing the number of T gates used also increases the overall energy necessary to
keep the quantum state stable, potentially inducing decoherence. Hence, another important
generic requirement is: NFR3 - the program should be designed considering the number
of T gates so that it does not exceed the limit of the target device. This requirements could
also be classified within the reliability product quality characteristic. As for NFR2, ignoring
it will increase the chance of decoherence and, consequently, errors. Thus, fault tolerance
mechanisms should be employed considering such chances.

A problem often overlooked in algorithm design and implementation will arise when dealing
with real quantum devices: not all qubits are connected to each other. Figure 1 depicts the
connectivity map of a series of IBM quantum computers1. One can note that the number
of connections between qubits can be quite far from the maximum of 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2 possible
connections. Since it is only possible to create two qubit gates between qubits that are connected,
this can be quite limiting, especially when working with quantum algorithms that use highly
entangled states with several qubits[16]. Thus, an additional generic non-functional requirement
that arises is: NFR4 - the program should be implemented minimizing the number of
gates between qubits that are not physically connected on the target device.

In the Figure 1, using the Yorktown device as a reference, if the programmer wants to apply
a two qubit gate between qubits 0 and 3, such as a CNOT gate or SWAP gate, it would be
necessary to apply first a SWAP gate between qubit 2 and either 0 or 3, creating a connection
between 0 and 3. While this works in simple cases, this will still be a limiting factor when
writing more complex algorithms. Transpilers [17] can be used to circumvent this problem,
which will transform a generically programmed quantum circuit into an adapted quantum
circuit for the specific device. The drawback is that this is an automated process, and it tends to
create quantum circuits that are bigger than the optimal, which may imply in time behaviour

1https://www.flickr.com/photos/ibm_research_zurich/albums/72157663611181258/
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efficiency loss. Hence, this requirement can be related to the ISO 25010 performance efficiency
and reliability characteristics. Not minimizing the number of gates between qubits that are
not physically connected and using transpilers will increase circuit size, increasing resource
utilization and chances of errors due to decoherence.

Figure 1: Qubit connectivity map of IBM quantum computers.

Physically constructing quantum gates can be a daunting task. Because of that, real quantum
devices usually only implement a few quantum gates that compose a universal set. Thus, we
consider the following generic non-functional requirement: NFR5 - the program should be
implementedminimizing the use of gates that are not available in the target quantum
device. In a similar manner as in the qubit connectivity mentioned in NFR4, a transpiler
can be used to transform the original quantum circuit with high-level multi-qubit gates to a
circuit composed exclusively of the available quantum gates, increasing the circuit depth and
possibly creating decoherence. Therefore, this requirement can also be related to the ISO 25010
performance efficiency and reliability characteristics.

4. Discussion on how to address the non-functional
requirements

The restrictions listed are admittedly low-level, as are the NFRs they create. Dealing directly
with them would be the same as accessing individual registers on a classic computer, which is not
something usually done by a classical developer[18]. Even though this could be desirable in an
eventual scenario of extreme need for optimization for a specific and probably limited quantum
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device, this approach is not practical when considering an average quantum programmer who,
for the most part, is not necessarily developing for any specific device. Naturally, when designing
a quantum algorithm, lowering qubit count, circuit depth, and gate count should always be one
of the objectives. Still, developers are typically used to do that as the general intention, not
considering the specific limits of quantum hardware. And later, when the algorithm is finished,
knowing which quantum device is sufficient or ideal to run the program is not trivial. For
this reason, there is considerable research about high-level approaches to choosing the correct
device, optimizing depth and adapting the circuit.

Quantum computers with qubits numbers in the 50-100 range are already a reality. So, instead
of making quantum algorithms with theoretical speedups but an unrealistically high number of
qubits and circuit depth, some researchers are focusing on these near-term quantum machines,
called Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum devices (NISQs). As the name goes, these devices
have a non-negligible amount of noise, relatively short decoherence times, and qubits in the
two digits range. Still, they have a pretty significant advantage: they already exist. For that
reason, close term quantum development will be focused in hybrid quantum-classical software,
where an application sends a specific task to an integrated quantum processor and receives an
output. The life cycle model as described by Zhao[5] is quite abstract and is more fitting to
be used as a guide for research in the area of QSE than as a manual for writing software for
NISQs. Weder et al.[19] proposed a life cycle model with a more practical approach, tackling
the difficulties a programmer face when trying to program quantum software, which includes
dealing with constraints related to our identified NFRs. The model has ten phases, but the ones
that are closely related to the requirements of this article are:

• Quantum Hardware Selection
• Readout-Error Mitigation Preparation
• Compilation and Hardware-dependent Optimization

The authors also introduce the concept of quantum provenance [20] as the relevant data
that should be collected from a quantum computer and further analyzed to effectively select a
suitable quantum computer for the execution of a circuit or to assist in the process of quantum
compilation and optimization.

The Quantum Hardware Selection phase comprises an analysis of the quantum circuit
and further selection of suitable hardware. This expresses well the intention behind this phase,
but the exact way you select the quantum hardware is not defined. Salm et al.[21] have made an
initial draft on how to automate the selection of quantum devices, specifically for current day
NISQs. Given a chosen algorithm and a chosen input range, they describe the steps to generate
a first-order logic statement that will accurately define the requirements to run that algorithm
with that specific input range. The circuit representation of this algorithm is then transpiled for
possible hardware, and from the transpiled circuit, you can gather depth and qubit numbers
and check if the device is a good choice.

Suchara et al. [22] have developed related work but without the emphasis on current quantum
computing, instead of having a more general approach. On the other hand, their framework,
the QuRE toolbox, is a bit more robust. It takes extra factors such as different potential error
correction algorithms to estimate qubit number, gate number, and execution time accurately.
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These data could theoretically guide the selection of quantum devices and error correction
protocol. Since the focus of QuRE is to quickly compare the properties of large quantum
algorithms [22] that are still beyond our reality, it remains a primarily theoretical framework.

Quantum Volume (QV) is a metric designed to represent the largest random circuit of equal
width and depth that a quantum computer successfully implements [17]. QV is at a higher
abstraction level when compared to the NFRs defined in this paper, since it abstracts some
of those aspects in a single number metric. Another metric, devised by Sete et al. [23], for
classifying quantum computers with a single number is the Total Quantum Factor (TQF). Both
these metrics mainly consider constraints related to the described requirements - number of
qubits, decoherence times and qubit connectivity, combined with other particular aspects (e.g.,
possible parallel operations for QV and longest gate execution time for TQF).

Regarding Readout-Error Mitigation Preparation, a noiseless quantum computer is still
far from our reality. NISQs devices have a non-negligible amount of noise and relatively
short decoherence times [24]. A quantum computer can have different types of errors. One
stems from the fact that gates aren’t always perfectly executed down to the quantum level,
resulting in slight deviations. Several error-correction codes are attacking this issue [25][16].
Still, these techniques are based on redundancy and use extra qubits, called ancilla, so this
increase in qubit number has to be taken into account when applying one. Another type of
error are readout-errors that occur when the measurement is disturbed by some noise. There are
readout-errors protocols to reduce the influence of these errors [19]. During the readout-error
mitigation preparation phase, one has to choose an error mitigation approach, which are based
on the unfolding problem, where the goal is to estimate the algorithm behaviour assuming a
variable could always be measured exactly and then comparing actual execution results with
the estimated ones [26]. Since the chosen error-correction model will have an impact on fidelity
and possibly on the number of qubits used, one may store it as part of quantum provenance
data [19].

Finally, the Compilation and Hardware-dependent Optimization phase is composed
of optimizations based on hardware characteristics and compilation to machine instructions.
This process is built into the different hardware-specific compilers available, but there are
hardware-independent compilers and transpilers. A compiler for a classical language consists of
a sequence of steps used to transform the source code into a suitable representation. Similarly,
quantum compilers are the ones responsible for transforming a program written in a high-level
quantum language, such as Q# or Cirq, into machine instructions that can be executed by a
quantum computer, considering the listed characteristics of the selected hardware.

The first phase of the compilation goes from the high-level representation to a Quantum
Intermediate Representation (QIR) based on the quantum circuit model, which may represent
other forms of quantum computing besides circuit based, such as adiabatic computation[27].
Developing a widely adopted QIR is still being attempted by several researchers[28][29], with
even Microsoft recently releasing their own QIR. Still, the most relevant quantum computing
companies use a specific one for their language, such as OpenQASM[30] for IBM’s Qiskit. The
second phase of the compilation consists of going from the QIR to the low-level language
representing the machine instructions of the chosen hardware, such as QASM. In this step, we
can use any of the hardware-specific compilers like IBM or Rigetti[19] and be limited to their
hardware, or try to use a more generic compiler. Here is where many hardware-dependent
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optimisations occur, considering the constraints listed in the requirements. Of the non-hardware-
dependent compilers, one that stands out is the |ket⟩[8]. This hardware-independent compiler
focuses on NISQs devices and aims to maximise the overall fidelity of the computation when
executing algorithms that will be affected by noise. The t|ket⟩ achieved two remarkable feats.
The first is the fact that it is both languages agnostic and retargetable. It accepts several different
languages like Qiskit, QSAM, Quil, Quipper, ProjectQ and Cirq, covering a good part of the
widely used quantum programming languages. It also can be deployed on different hardware,
like Rigetti, Honeywell and Google. In a field where there still exists a feeling of "every man for
himself", and competing companies are constantly trying to outdo each other, having a compiler
with these characteristics is an advance towards a unification that will likely be beneficial for
the average quantum programmer. The second feat are the results: t|ket⟩ offers significant
improvement in terms of gate count and circuit depth over other compilers when evaluated on
realistic quantum circuits and real quantum devices [8].

Transpilers and compilers are relatively similar: they take source code and transform it into
a version in a different representation. The main difference is that the compiler converts the
code into a lower-level abstraction while the transpiler converts it into another representation
with the same level of abstraction, be it in the same or a different language. In the quantum
context, transpilation is the process of rewriting a given input circuit to match the topology of
a specific quantum device and/or to optimize the circuit for execution on present-day noisy
quantum systems [31]. Recently, several transpilers have been developed to increase accuracy
on NISQs, and since they’re less work-intensive than developing a compiler, smaller teams can
do valuable research. There is a promising result in a just-in-time transpiler [32], tested on IBM
quantum computers. The qubits on each quantum computer are periodically calibrated and
tested against reference values to check their fidelity levels, and this feedback is open to the
public. The just-in-time transpiler uses this data in real time to remap the circuit and avoid
using low fidelity qubits and had good results, showing that there is room for improvement on
calibrations and that they should be performed as much as possible. This transpiler focused
on optimization. On the other hand, we have works such as the SABRE [33]. The SABRE is an
algorithm designed to tackle the qubit mapping problem in NISQs. This problem is known to
be NP-complete [34], and mathematical solutions can get prohibitively time consuming as the
number of qubits increases. The SABRE combines a series of heuristics to avoid falling into the
drawbacks of previous works and ensure flexibility, scalability, controllability, and high-quality
initial mapping, with results up to exponential speedup on various benchmarks [33].

A promising work that is going in the direction of unifying quantum computing - taking
off the developer the hassle of navigating all these different quantum programming languages,
frameworks and SDKs - is Q|Path⟩. The Q|Path⟩ is an all encompassing platform for quantum
applications life cycle management and development for quality quantum software. From the
creation of the quantum algorithm through its development, testing and implementation, to
its deployment and reuse[35]. It provides a wide array of tools to develop quantum software
and it also supports the execution in actual quantum devices in a transparent way regardless
of the platform where they are executed. The platform aims to abstract the process of dealing
with hardware-related constraints, specific framework issues, quantum data collection and
even connection between different quantum platforms in order to democratize the access to
quantum computing and allow the programmer to fully focus at solving the problem in hand.
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It does so by providing tools with similar objectives as the ones we presented for the phases
of the quantum life cycle by Weder et al. [19], such as automating the process of choosing the
adequate device do execute a quantum program, collecting relevant data from the execution,
connecting classical and quantum parts to create hybrid programs and managing the hybrid
quantum-classical software production.

5. Conclusion and further considerations

We have reviewed a few hardware-related constraints that exist when executing quantum
programs in real quantum devices, from which we derived a set of NFRs for such programs.
These NFRs are exceedingly low level to be treated directly by a regular programmer.

Indeed, there is ongoing work on high level solutions to deal with hardware-related con-
straints in a more automated manner, aiming near term devices instead of theoretical quantum
computers. These solutions are an integral part of quantum programs development - thinking
about individual connections of qubits shouldn’t be the norm. Therefore, these solutions should
be included in the QSE life cycle, and not only as a footnote in the classical implementation
phase. The model proposed by Weder et al.[19] is a great step in the direction of describing the
process of programming quantum software for NISQs, incorporating the described constraints
in the life cycle, releasing the burden of addressing the low level NFRs from the developer.

Another relevant point to be made is that the current state of quantum computing devel-
opment, with competing companies developing overlapping products with the objective of
becoming the main player is a problem to be addressed, and tends to make things harder for
the average programmer. For that reason, projects such as t|ket⟩ and Q|Path⟩ are extremely
important, with the potential to take a good amount of hassle off the hands of the programmer,
favouring the overall development of quantum algorithms.
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